
Over the last six months Abi and 
a number of amazing volunteers 
have rolled out trapping 
programmes across six sites, 
across much of the Inner Halo.  

April 2017 update

Trapping Work
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      Halo Project Update

We are after a few goodies to help with 
operations:
1. Eggs for the stoat traps…stoats aren’t fussy about used-by dates
2. Rabbit or hare meat, also for the stoat traps..
3. Old tramping pack frames….from the days when tramping packs had exterior 

frames.  These are great for lugging traps around the hills.
4. A workbench, and some deep shelves, for our storage container.

Trap Box Construction

Even before we lay out traps we need to have 
trap boxes constructed.  Working with offenders 
from the Corrections Department, volunteers 
from the Taieri Men’s Shed and individuals like 
Michael Fay, to date over 300 trap boxes have 
been built.   

As well as the voluntary effort, we have 
commissioned Cargill Enterprises to build a 
significant number of boxes. 

A big thanks goes to all of those involved, and again 
to the ORC for their Environmental Enhancement 
Grant which has provided the trap box material, 

as well as the trapping mechanisms 
themselves.

Can you help?

Volunteers at Taieri Men’s Shed

Each site-project 
requires considerable 
planning, matching trap 
types to both the physical 
environment and the trap 
users.  GIS maps are produced 
for each, volunteer inductions 
that include training in both 

trap setting and Health and Safety, and then the 
‘real work’ begins!  Without access to private land 
the Landscape Connections Trust’s (LCT) Halo 
Project would not be feasible – a big thanks to 
all landowners who are providing access to their 
properties, large and small.

We are also very grateful to Claire and 
Mark Brown for providing us with an 
excellent site for our shipping container 
at Blueskin Nursery.  

The container is our workshop and 
storage unit for all things operational, 
and was funded by the ORC.
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OSPRI’s TB-free Mt.Cargill programme - 6,000 possums and counting
Many of you will have noticed TB-free contractors working in the hills surrounding Mt.Cargill, 
stretching over to Mihiwaka and down into the harbourside areas of Sawyers Bay and 
St.Leonards.  We are obviously very interested in this work, it’s impact having an enormous 
benefit to biodiversity and linking to the LCT’s Halo Project.  OSPRI staff have told us that 
over 6000 possums have been culled as part of this programme, with work still in progress.  
The numbers are quite startling, and reinforce the need for community-led action such 
as the Halo Project.  OSPRI are, of course, solely tackling possums.  The Halo Project will 
complement their work with our focus on mustelids (stoats, ferrets, weasels), rats, and 
possums.

You may see our signs out, describing 
operations underway.  This example is for 
Grahams Bush.  During the course of 
this trapping rollout the volunteers spotted 
a South 
Island robin, 
subsequently 
seen again.  
It’s nice to 
know that 
the Halo 
trapline 
will help to 
contribute 
to their 
likelihood of 
survival.

Example of trap roll-out

South Island Robin 

Photo Credit: Craig McKenzie
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You may have read in the Otago Daily Times about 
the work we are doing with local tech company 
Tussock Innovation on sensor technology for our 
growing trap network.   Thanks to a GigCity 
Dunedin grant, we’re hoping that this 
technology will allow us to identify 
when traps go off, allowing our 
volunteers to check a trapline only 
when we know that it’s necessary 
to do so.

Sensor Technology

Currently we are trialling the sensor system 
on Ben and Raewyn Waller’s and John and 
Shona Chapman’s properties.   Many thanks 
to these landowners for the ongoing access 
needed to develop and test this technology.

A part of this work involves developing an 
interactive database which will allow volunteers 
to both input their own trap catch data and 
concurrently to receive accurate updates as 
to the progress of the project from both 
within their project site, but also the wider 
halo project area.  The image below gives 
you an idea of what this will look like.  Please 
note that the data currently showing is not 
accurate.Sensor Trap in Action
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Predator Free Dunedin
The LCT was amongst 19 organisations involved in predator control, research and regulation 
who signed a Memorandum of Understanding recently, formalising the Predator Free Dunedin 
partnership.  It was great to have both the Prime Minister and the Minister of Conservation 
present to express the Government’s support for the signing of the document.   The LCT 
is proud to be a signatory in such company, and is looking forward to working with the new 
partnership to better manage pests within the city boundaries.

Biodiversity inventory and monitoring 
is an important part of conservation 
management.  We need to see what’s 

there, assess what condition it is in, and 
track how it is changing in the wake 
of management, or no management.   

Monitoring helps to take stock of 
progress, learn and improve practices, 

and showing how resources can be 
spent most effectively.  The LCT is 

working to develop low-cost monitoring 
methods for both the Halo Project and 

also other projects within the Beyond 
Orokonui project.

Though not a programme managed by 
LCT, OSPRI’s TB-free programme at 

Mt.Cargill overlaps with the Halo Project 
footprint and has an obvious influence 

on the work we are doing.  As such, 
the LCT recently initiated vegetation 

monitoring across the Mt.Cargill project 
area.  Funded by the Dunedin City 

Council, and implemented by Dunedin 
ecological contractors Eco-South, the 

vegetation monitoring used two methods 
- Foliar Browse Index (FBI) method and 
photo-points.  The FBI provides data on 

the outcomes on possum  
control, while photo-points  
are used as an advocacy  

tool to demonstrate outcomes.

Eco-South’s report can be found on 
our website: www.beyondorokonui.org.nz/

resources/

Vegetation monitoring

Photo: Large haumakaroa at northern Mihiwaka. This entire tree is 

heavily impacted by possums but areas of recent possum browse are 

shown in red
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We recently hosted Lincoln University Postgraduate student Claire 
McCorkindale.  Claire investigated the effect that exclusion of grazing 

animals from kowhai forest has on carbon sequestration rates.  To 
determine if there was a significant difference in carbon sequestration 
rates between grazed and ungrazed kowhai treeland patches within the 

Beyond Orokonui area, seven sites were sampled, representing three 
ungrazed sites and four grazed sites. 

Preliminary findings show that ungrazed sites that had been fenced for 
a minimum of five years had significantly higher carbon sequestration 

rates for the above-ground biomass. However, there was minimal 
difference in soil organic carbon between grazed and 

ungrazed sites.     

Once finalised, Claire’s report will be 
posted on the Beyond Orokonui 

website.

      Halo Project Update

Beyond Orokonui project  upd
ate

The Beyond Orokonui project is also working with landowners to enhance their forest 
patches.  This piece of work follows from our ‘bird count and habitat relationships’ project 
(the results of which will be posted soon) and seeks to include innovative ways of encouraging 
landowners to protect biodiversity values on their properties.  Encouraging landowners to 

restore forest ecosystems via payments for carbon 
sequestration is one avenue that we are 

exploring.

If you have any questions or 
concerns about any of this, or would 
like to get involved in any way, please contact 
us: landscapeconnectionstrust@gmail.com. 

Rhys Millar, LCT Project Manager. 
w. 03 4779242   m. 027 3877866  e. rhysmillar@inspire.net.nz
www.beyondorokonui.org.nz

Evaluating carbon sequestration in grazed and ungrazed forests

Representative grazed kowhai-association treeland habitat 

 Photo credit: Elwin Productions




